### OBEDIENCE TRIAL
#### SCORE BREAKDOWN

**BEGINNER NOVICE**

**B**  
**C-2nd YEAR**  

**NAME:** ______________________  
**DATE:** ______________________  
**JUDGE:** ______________________  
**DOB #:** ______________________  
**BREED:** ______________________  

#### EXERCISE  |  SERIOUS FAULT  |  QUALIFYING  |  MAX POINTS  |  POINTS LOST  |  NET SCORE  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
**HEEL On LEASH & FIGURE 8**  
Heeling Fig. 8  
Unmanageable □  
Unqualified Heeling □  
Handler continually adapts pace to dog □  
Constant tugging on leash or guiding □  
Improper heel position □  
Occasional tight leash □  
Extra command to heel □  
Brisk pace □  
Handler error □  
No change of pace □  
Heeling wide □  
No sits □  
Healing wide □  
No sits □  
Fording □  
Crowding handler □  
Lagging □  
20  

**SIT FOR EXAM (on lead)**  
Stands or lies down before or during examination □  
Grows/snaps, shows resentment □  
Moves away before or during examination □  
Moves slightly before or during □  
Moves feet □  
Moves away after examination □  
Stands/lie down after examination □  
Heel position □  
Extra signal or command □  
Shyness □  
Handler error □  
40  

**SIT STAY (Off lead)**  
Did not remain in place □  
Excessive additional commands □  
Repeated whines or barks □  
Stands or lies down before handler returns □  
Stands or lies down after handler returns □  
Slow response □  
No sit □  
Poor sit □  
Failure to come directly to handler □  
Failure to come at a brisk trot or gallop □  
40  

**RECALL Off LEASH**  
Didn’t come on first command or signal □  
Anticipated □  
Extra command or signal to stay □  
Moved from position □  
Out of reach □  
Leaving handler □  
Barking □  
Leaving ring □  
Failure to come directly to handler □  
Failure to come at a brisk trot or gallop □  
40  

**MAX SUB-TOTAL**  
200  

**Less Penalty for unusual behavior**  
Disciplining □  
Fouling ring □  
Barking □  
Shows fear □  
Leaving ring □  
Rules Violation □  
(Dress Code/Dog in Poor condition)  

**TOTAL NET SCORE**  

---

**Notes:**

---

2020